Fourth Annual UW Conference on
War and Occupation in the Nordic and Baltic Region
Dec. 7, 2005, 1:30 – 3:20 pm

A) Civilian Life in the Occupied North
Margreta Dancus  “Krig for livet: Northern Norwegian Fisheries and the Second World War”
Max Glasson                “Modstand! Cooperation between Resistance Groups and the Danish Citizenry”
Trevor Payne                “The Regional Differences of Day to Day Life in Occupied Norway”
Jennifer Martin  “Passive Resistance: Humor’s role in the Occupied North”

B) Danish Resistance and Jewish Rescue
Bob DeLong   “Danish Policy of Cooperation and the Escape of the Danish Jews”
Karoliina Ellis  “Denmark and Norway: Jewish Rescue Efforts”
Virginia Towne  “A Force Between: The Danish Police in World War II”
Ben Weinstein   “Comparing Denmark and Norway's Jewish Rescue”

C) Allies and Axis: Scandinavia in the Global Context
Jacob Hornbuckle “Bohr and Heisenberg: Friendly Relations and Germany's Atomic Bomb Effort”
Tom Malcolm “Finland: The War inside the War”
Moses Nerpel “The Nazi Invasion of Norway and Denmark: Differing Motives and Reactions”
Erik Sundholm “Scandinavia and the Battle of the Atlantic”

D) Military Resistance in Denmark and Norway
Mark Chapin   “An Analysis of SOE and Norwegian Resistance Operations during WWII”
Kyle Phillips “Denmark and Norway during WWII: Choices of Resistance”
John Rutledge “Danish and Norwegian Resistance: A Study of Sabotage”
Jordan Whitney “The Beginning and the End: Norwegian Military Resistance in WWII”

E) National Socialism: Propaganda and Holocaust in the Baltic and Nordic Regions
Maurice Brazelton “The Effects of National Socialist Propaganda on Scandinavian Countries”
Leif Drangsholt “Baltic Collaboration: Nationalist or Fascist?”
Beth Martin “Latvian Participation in the Holocaust”
Nate McMormick and/or Dustin Ray
F) Scandinavian Writers and WWII: The Politics of Fiction

Angela Davis  "Hypocritical Hamsun"

Jane Heinze  "The Portrayal of the Enemy in Fiction and Memoir"

Peter Leonard  "Förevändningar för Nödvändig Pliktuppfyllelse: Fictive Conscience in Eyvind Johnson’s Wartime Fiction"

Brandon Nelson  "Knut Hamsun, Misunderstood Celebrity or Deserving Traitor?"

Nick Richter  "On Hamsun"